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given to the word,    Perhaps the suffix -ra was also  more
respectable than -ka as it opposed its popular equivalent -&.
Mayura-, once admitted into the religious literature,
had evolved like other Indo-Aryan words. The existence
of a Prakrit form mora explains the name of the Mauri/a
dynasty, This word which the Chinese translators render
by " the family of the Peacock " is to be classed with
Matanga amongst the names of tribes and royal clans
related to animal or vegetable of which the list will grow
with the progress in our research.
Thus the prefix w<z-, which we have discovered in
Santali maran and in several Austro-Asiatic pronouns is
found again afc the beginning of the names of " elephant "
and " peacock." The elephant, the lord -of the forest,
and the peacock, the king of birds, occupy a high place
in the order of beings; maran qualifies that which is
either physically or morally great; in Khasi the particle
m(f- is emphatic. To what extent is the element ma, a
real prefix ? Is it not rather an element of vocabulary,
a word having an augmentative value ? In a large
number of Indo-Chinese and Indonesian languages mas
or mah is a name of gold, the .precious metal par excellence.
In Javanese the same word mas which means (goid' is
also a title of noblese. In Stieng mak means 4 great'
and in Bahnar there is mah " gold" and ma " straight,
the right side."
The problem only can be indicated here as it presents
itself almost in the same manner as other prefixes.
Thus the prefix lam which we have found out in Indo-
Aryan tambulam «betel" (B. S. L. XXIV, p. 256),
normally precedes the names of trees in Stieng and
Babnar, is used in the languages of the same family
to form the name of ' tree': tam-lm, tom-lon, tom-cki

